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by Edward Lodge Curran
How the Granting oi Commercial Powers to the Secretary of
State in 1934, abrogates provisions of the Constitution that the
President of the United States, with the Advice and Consent of
the Senate, Shall Negotiate Foreign Treaties.
T H E R E ARE TWO WAYS in which dictatorships are produced. One is by
a forcible seizure of power, with or
without the accompanying solvent of
bloodshed; through political or economic or physical force, or through
the use of all three, the dictator proceeds to unite all legislative and judicial and executive power in his person. This is the way in which all
European dictatorships have been accomplished.

The other way is more delicately
known as "delegation." By this method an already existent governmental
agency unconstitutionally surrenders
its powers to someone else. Instead of
exercising the power it possesses, without interference from any co-existent
governmental agency, it delegates the
exercise of those powers to another
branch of the government. In this
way the old Republic of Rome voted
itself out of existence. The Roman
Senate surrendered all legislative
power to the Emperor. The Roman
Senate continued to exist in name
only. Augustus continued to call
himself the chief citizen. In reality
he was a dictator, made so by the
cowardly surrender or delegation of
powers previously possessed and exercised by the Roman Senate.
"^ If a dictatorship is born in the
United States it will come through the
more quiet but not less sinister
method of "delegation."
Already
there have been traces of handwriting
upon the wall. The attempt to pack
the United States Supreme Court was
an attempt to make that judicial body
more amenable in its decisions to the
mind of the Chief Executive and his
patronage controlled Congress. Fortunately the packing process was
defeated.

Through the undemocratic process
of "delegation," Secretary Hull has
received the power from the American
Congress to arrange arbitrary trade
treaties with foreign countries. The
Reciprocity Trade Agreements which
Secretary Hull has made with sixteen
countries are an outstanding example
of how an unwatched and unchecked
Congress can barter away its legislative and treaty-making birthright.
With the economic value of these
tariff and trade treaties made by Secretary Hull with foreign nations we
are not at present concerned. In a
future article we hope to reveal some
of the recent testimony in this regard
before the Federal Trade Commission.
O N E POSSIBLE ECONOMIC FIASCO t h a t

threatens to follow a certain trade
proposal issuing from the mind of
Secretary Hull, and not from the
United States Congress, strikes us
forcibly enough to be incorporated
immediately.

Any tariff arrangement that results
in death to any American industry
should be subjected to intense scrutiny by the United States Congress.
No one man in the United States of
America should be entrusted with
such power as has been handed over
by the United States Congress to Secretary Hull. The delegation of power
to arrange Reciprocity Trade Agreements with foreign countries is a
delegation of one species of dictatorship.
The office of Secretary of State in
the United States was not founded to
take away from Congress the right
"to regulate commerce with foreign
nations," a power explicitly given to
Congress by Article 1, Section 8,
Clause 3 of our Federal Constitution.
Reciprocity Trade Pacts are a regulation of commerce with foreign
nations despite the high sounding
verbiage of their title.
By what right did the American
Congress in 1934 surrender this
power to the Secretary of State? The
right to delegate such a power is not
given to Congress by the Constitution. Moreover, at the time of such
an unwarranted and unconstitutional
delegation, the American Congress
made its surrender unconditional. It
did not limit the trade-treaty making
power of Secretary Hull by insisting
that any such trade-treaty be proposed
to the American Congress for its consent. Oh no! Such a democratic
limitation on the delegation of commerce power would have interfered
with the speed and efficiency of oneman commercial dictatorship.

East Liverpool in the State of Ohio
is one of the centers of the crockery
industry in this country. Secretary
Hull envisions a possible 25 per cent
cut in the tariff on imported crockery.
Crockery manufacturers in East Liverr
pool are in a panic. One firm, employing two hunclred people, has run up
the white flag of distress. We cannot
Had every one of the Hull treaties
compete, the crockery experts say,
been subjected to the review and conagainst crockery products imported,
sent of the American Congress, as the
even at the present time and under
Constitution so clearly desires, Ameriour present tariff arrangements, from
can workingmen, American unions
England and Japan and Czechosloand American manufacturers might
vakia. A reduction of 25 per cent in
have been given a democratic opporthe present tariff rates will result in
tunity of reviewing the facts and
indicating the economic hardships
the closing down of many crockery
which American industry and labSfirms in East Liverpool and elsewhere
would suffer. Many an American facthroughout the country.
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tory might have been kept going.
Many an American workingman
might have been kept working.
The process of making trade-treaties
with foreign countries would have
been slower, with the resultant decline
in the possibility of economic wreckage. The Administration, however,
desired speed, the same kind of economic speed which adopts one plan
to end the depression on Monday
night and rejects it with the same
speed on Tuesday morning. An unthinking Congress gave speed to the
process of making trade-treaties, so
much speed that all the wind was
taken out of the sails of Congress
itself. Only the cries pf the shipwrecked have begun to awaken Congress to the evil of its undemocratic
surrender of its own constitutional
powers.
T H E R E IS ANOTHER element in

the

situation which neither the Congress
nor the American public should lose
sight of. T h e American Constitution
is very clear about who shall make
treaties between the United States and
foreign governments. Among the
specific powers granted by the Constitution to the President occurs the
following: "He shall have power by
and with the advice and consent of
the Senate to make treaties."
In the face of this clear placement
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oi' treaty-making power co-equaTly in
the President and th« United States
Senate, how is it that the Senate can
tolerate the treaty-making expeditions
of Secretary Hull? When and where
has the Senate ever given its consent
to the sixteen treaties produced by
the mystic diplomacy of the Secretary
of State? Who has given the United
States Senate the right to surrender its
duty to consent to any treaties before
they become laws? T h e Federal Constitution permits no such delegation
or surrender of the Senate's duty to
consider and consent.
Do not the honorable Senators
realize that the power to make treaties
and the power to regulate commerce,
which embraces all trade-treaties,
involves the entire foreign policy of
the United States? Does not the
Senate remember that only the senatorial right to review the treaty commitments made by Woodrow Wilson
with the Allies abroad saved this
country from becoming a member of
the League of Nations and from being
embroiled in the collective security
pacts that are rapidly transforming
Europe into a wholesale munitions
factory?
Most of the wars throughout the

nineteenth century were trade wars,
A trade-treaty with one country can
become an episode of annoyance and
reprisal on the part of another country. Is Secretary Hull to be continued
in this dictatorial grant of power
which must surely lead to economic
hardship in this country, as certain
evidence before the Federal Trade
Corhmission already reveals, and
which, in certain instances, might
lead to commercial antagonism and
reprisals on the part of various European and Asiatic nations?
Let it be understood once and for
all that the 1934 delegation of power
to Secretary Hull was not what is
known as a delegation of ministerial
duties. The American Congress has
to delegate to someone the duty of
finding facts, and compiling figures
and arranging statistics. Through its
various public hearings on public
questions the American Congress seeks
to secure the reactions of various
American citizens to contemplated
legislation. Ministerial powers are
delegated to all the committees and
sub-committees of Congress. But the
findings of those committees and their
recommendations are thereupon subjected to open debate upon the floor

The
SUPPRESSED
TRUTH
The Monopoly of Information Through the Power to Control
the Press and Eadio Is Most Dangerous to Society When It Is
Used to Boycott Facts.
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T H E NEXT MOST important branch

of modern monopoly is monopoly of
information.
As in all other forms of monopoly,
there is a wide margin still left.
Information is not monopolized in
the sense that it can only be obtained
from one source; but the tendency to
monopoly in it is very marked, and;
it is increasing under our eyes. T h e
importance of this tendency will
escape no one. We can make no
judgment on public affairs, and very
few judgments on our own private
affairs, without adequate general
information. If information be withheld, or warped in the interests of
those few who control it, the gravest
harm is done to the citizen and to the
commonwealth.
There are three forms in which this
tendency appears: (1) What is called
"the air"—it used to be called "the
ether" — that is, the wireless; radio.
(2) T h e general journalistic press;
and (3) books, with which may be
counted the more instructed magazines.
The wireless tends to monopoly in
two ways: First, it may be bought u p
by a few commercial interests which
tend, like all forms of capitalist control, to get fewer and more powejful.
Secondly, it may be an admitted
monopoly of the government.
Of these two the latter is certainly
the more dangerous and the worse.
In European countries, and particularly in England, the radio is a public
monopoly of this kind. It is, of
course,' mere hypocrisy to say that it
is not controlled by the State. It is
controlled by a corporation which the
State charters, and of which the State
appoints the officials. Those who
prefer this form of monopoly by wire-

and to an ultimate decision by open
Congressional vote.
What would Congressmen say if
the Senate decided that it would delegate its treaty-making power to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee;
That the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee need not, report back to
the floor of the Senate; that the decision of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee would be binding, without any check or consent or review,
upon the entire American nation?
The power to consent to the making
of treaties, possessed by the Senate
co-equally with the President, is a
power resident in the entire senatorial
body. It can be known and exercised
only by the entire Senate in open
debate and in subsequent submission
to a vote. The Senate may delegate
a senatorial committee to study the
particular problem and to report its
findings back to the entire senatorial
body for decision. The Senate may
not surre'nder or delegate, a more
euphemistic word for surrender, its
constitutional power to any committee or to any individual.
It would be wrong, constitutionally
and ethically, for the Senate to forego
its power to declare war by delegating

formation by newspapers is strong
and dangerous, but it may be exaggerated. There are few cases in which
what is called "a newspaper magnate"
really controls all the printed daily
information available to the public,
even in a limited area. Moreover,
although the man with a large numbers of newspapers under one control
and distributed over vast areas has
much too much power, yet there is a
limit to it in another form, which is
that people do not necessarily take
his advice. The real danger of such
men is that they can suppress truth.
The positive advocacy which they go
in for has much less effect; their
effective falsehoods are much more
falsehoods of silence than of active
untruth, and mere boycott or silence
can usually be pierced.
THERE

less are always pointing out the evils
of the alternative system, where wireless is free to be bought by anyone
who chooses to hire it. They say that
this puts too much power into the
hands of private capitalist enterprises.
It certainly puts power into their
hands, but I have never seen that
power abused as it abused by government monopoly. You at least know
who has hired the wireless, and my
experience of this form of publicity
is that, apart from the quite open
advertisement, for brief moments of
the service or goods furnished by the
firm that hires, there is full freedorn.
But where you have government
monopoly of wireless, as in Europe,
there is no freedom at all. The mass
of men remain, so far as the wireless
is concerned, completely ignorant of
whatever the government chooses to
shut off from them.
The tendency to monopoly in in-

HAVE BEEN a

number

of

instances, as we all know, of a partial
monopoly of information breaking
down. Your own presidential elections in the United States are a very
good example of that, and so are
many movements on our side. T o
have nearly the whole of the press
against one will not necessarily mean
that one will fail. Bu-t the boycott
is another thing. When the few who
control the mass of the press over a
given large area agree to say nothing
about some important matter, it is
very difficult indeed to get that matter
ventilated. We had a comic example
of that over here in England two
years ago. T h e whole available
strength of our fleet was sent to the
Mediterranean to f r i g h t e n Italy.
Hardly anyone in England heard of
that because our press consented to
be silent, but all over the rest of the
world everybody heard of it, including, of course, the Italians, the only
people from whom it was desired to
keep it secret.
There is yet another force counterbalancing the monopolists of the
press; this is what I have myself called
in many an article and pamphlet "the
free press." A little free weekly journal, with quite small circulation, will
often have the power to break down
a most formidable ring of silence or
falsehood, and there is also private
conversation, passing on the sufficient
information received by the few who
read the "free press." Such information spreads out in circles.
We had a very fine example of that
half a lifetime ago in one of our in-
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the cnlire exercise of this power to
llic President of the United States.
I'liis would make the President of the
United S'ates, whether he wanted to
be or IK-;, a dictator of the foreign
policy oi the United States. The issiie
of war or peace would be concentrated in the hands of a single individual. How such an individual
acquired such power is beyond the
question. Some dictatorships, as we
have noticed, are born in peace.
Others are born in violence. The
dictatorship, at present exercised by
Secretary Hull in making tradetreaties with foreign countries uncontrolled by the power of the American
Congress to review, has been born
in innocence.
It is time that the American Congress became as intelligent as it is
innocent. It is time that the American
Congress revoked the dictatorial grant
of commercial power granted to the
Secretary of State in 1934. It is time,
that the American Congress decided
to retain the constitutional pOwers
i\ hich it possesses, which it cannot
delegate and which are the only safeguard for the preservation of one of
the few democracies left within the
world.

numerable political scandals, called
the Marconi scandal. A little newspaper, with a circulation of not more
than about three thousand a week,
run by Mr. G. Chesterton and myself,
did the whole work of the exposure
in the face of complete boycott and
silence by all the official press in
England. It is true that culprits were
not brought to justice; they continued
to hold high office and to draw large
fortunes out of the taxes, but at any
rate they did not save their reputations.
T H E R E REMAINS the freedom of the

press in the matter of books and the
better instructed magazines. This, as
yet, is secure even over here, and on
your side of the Atlantic, of course,
it is still more secure. It is not secure
under the despotisms; but wherever
normal conditions of civic freedom
exist the book is free. Now the effect
of the book is very great. It has not
the immediate effect of the monopolist daily press. T h e effect of the
book is at long range. But it tells at
last. If you want an example of that
look at the effect of a book published
eighty years ago, which at first hardly
anybody read—the book called "Capital" by Karl Marx. It took a lifetime
to produce its effect, but at the end
of that lifetime it had given birth to
international Communism.
It may be asked what other remedy
we have against the monopoly of
information as it is now exercised
through the more widely distributed
newspapers. Well, we have, or rather
should have if we carry out our
proper reforms, the remedy of public
demand. A public possessed of welldistributed property will create a
demand for information such as free
citizens need and insist upon.
Most of the harrn that is done by
the monopolists of the modern popular press is only done because they
appeal to men dependent upon wages,
and enslaved by the industrial system. In their lack of security and
their lack of sufficient freedom they
develop an appetite for sensation.
They are the less interested in civic
business because they are not as much
true citizens as their fathers were. For
man is not a full citizen unless he is
free; and a man is not fully free unless
he has economic freedom. And economic freedom you cannot have witliout property, either individual, or
family, or guild.
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